Introduction {#s1}
============

Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological diseases, with a new case diagnosed every 3.5 min on average in the USA alone ([@B1]). Partly due to substantially increased risk of premature death ([@B2]), epilepsy reportedly accounts for a worldwide loss of 13 million disability-adjusted life years ([@B3]). For up to 40% of persons with epilepsy, medication alone fails to control seizures ([@B4], [@B5]). In such cases, surgical resection of epileptogenic cortex is an effective and economical therapy to achieve seizure freedom ([@B6]--[@B8]). To guide resection, exquisite localization of the epileptogenic zone (EZ) is required, where the EZ is defined as the minimum region of brain tissue whose resection is necessary and sufficient to bring seizure freedom \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; ([@B10])\]. At the same time, localization must be highly specific to maximally preserve eloquent cortical networks.

![Overall schema of the spatial localization of epileptic phenomena. Ideally, the SOZ overlaps exactly with the EZ. Adapted from Lüders ([@B9]).](fneur-11-00584-g0001){#F1}

From standard scalp electroencephalography (EEG), spatial localization of intracranial seizure generators is challenging. Ictal events may be missed such that interictal phenomena like interictal epileptiform discharges (IEDs) and high-frequency oscillations (HFOs) are relied upon. However, these tend to occupy a greater spatial expanse than the EZ or the seizure onset zone (SOZ; see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Further, scalp EEG best detects cortical foci that are near to the surface, with a preference for temporal lobe foci ([@B11]); deeper foci may be missed. From surface potentials, there is the possibility of intracranial source reconstruction via sophisticated modeling techniques including minimum norm (MN) imaging and low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis (LORETA). However, these techniques require solving the inverse problem---which states that a given scalp surface potential could have arisen from any of an infinite set of potential source generators ([@B12])---and are not in widespread clinical use ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Even clinical semiology of ictal events is of varying reliability, as the symptomatogenic cortex may imperfectly overlap with the EZ or SOZ ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Heterogeneous measures in interictal source localization. ^a^Probabilistic source location not necessarily confined to any one anatomic lobe (i.e. as a finer and more granular form of source localization).](fneur-11-00584-g0002){#F2}

Despite challenges of triangulating intracranial foci from scalp recording, occasionally a reliable localization can be obtained from scalp EEG phenomena \[in conjunction with other clinical data such as brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)\], and such patients proceed directly to surgery. However, many surgical candidates must undergo invasive intracranial EEG recording (iEEG). In such cases, to guide implantation of invasive electrodes, accurate preliminary localization by surface phenomena is still required. Moreover, localizing with iEEG is also non-trivial, as it is impossible to obtain perfect coverage of all cortical tissue. Thus, there is a desire for recording and analytical techniques that can improve the localization yield from interictal epileptic phenomena.

The notion that different sleep-wake states may differentially localize epileptogenic foci dates to at least the 1940s ([@B13]). Sleep and epilepsy are long known to be interrelated ([@B14]), with recent work illuminating many details of the relationship ([@B15]--[@B17]). Regarding the localization of epileptogenic foci, rapid eye movement sleep (REM) is of particular interest. In REM, IEDs are known to be of shorter duration, duller contour, and lower amplitude ([@B18]--[@B21]). Moreover, IEDs in REM are rare ([@B22]), but reports dating back to the 1970s−1980s suggest they may be of high localizing value ([@B23]--[@B25]). Certain recent work continues to indicate a localizing role for REM ([@B26]--[@B29]); however, other work reports alternative sleep-wake states to be of higher localizing value ([@B30], [@B31]). Further, REM has been noted to occasionally provide "false localization" to a non-veridical SOZ ([@B21], [@B32]). However, there is an intriguing mechanistic argument to be made on grounds of cortical asynchrony that REM may suppress propagation of epileptic phenomena, constraining them spatially to regions proximate to the true source generator ([@B33]). It is further thought that this mechanism may account for recently reported abilities of REM to shrink overall field size of IEDs ([@B26]) and pathological HFOs ([@B34]).

To consider the important questions of whether and how REM may help localize epileptogenic foci, we systematically reviewed the literature on epileptic phenomena in REM. Where possible, we conducted quantitative analyses to synthesize insights from heterogeneous reports.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Literature Review
-----------------

We sought original research investigating spatial attributes or localizing value of epileptic phenomena in REM in humans. To this end, we searched broadly in PUBMED, Scopus, and EMBASE in March 2020 (see [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for detailed search strategy including search terms). All abstracts were screened (GAM) for pertinence according to the following inclusion criteria:

1.  Original research in human subjects.

2.  Epileptic phenomena recorded in REM.

3.  Spatial attributes of the epileptic phenomena in REM were analyzed.

To capture literature meeting above criteria, studies were subject to full-text analysis if they appeared to consider the localization of epileptogenic foci vis-à-vis sleep-wake states. Full texts were then independently analyzed by two authors (GAM, MCN).

Quantitative Analyses
---------------------

To aid interpretation of heterogeneous literature and further characterize the effects of REM on spatial attributes of epileptic phenomena, we sought to perform quantitative analyses of select pertinent records meeting additional, rigorous criteria. Additional criteria were as follows:

1.  4\. Per-patient data available for majority of subjects.

2.  5\. *N* \>3 subjects (essentially, not a case report).

We aimed to conduct four distinct quantitative analyses: (1) localization value of interictal epileptic phenomena during REM as arbitrated by clinic SOZ or (2) by gold standard of post-resective surgery seizure freedom; and (3) relative spatial extent and (4) spatial novelty of REM IED field. When we considered seizure freedom, we adopted the metric used by the study in question; for example, complete seizure freedom as per the International League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) Surgery Outcome Classification ([@B35]), or freedom from disabling seizures as per Engel Class I ([@B36]). For convenience, we will simply refer to all post-operative seizure freedom metrics as "Engel Class I." For all analyses, we weighted per study rather than per patient, such that 1/5 (=20%) patients in one study was weighted equivalently to 10/50 (=20%) patients in another study. Where possible, we also performed subgroup comparisons of surface vs. intracranial recording techniques, and lateralization vs. localization metrics.

Results {#s3}
=======

Summative Literature Review
---------------------------

After searching broadly in PUBMED, Scopus, and EMBASE, we obtained 3,043 unique records (see PRISMA diagram in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). From screening of abstracts, 120 advanced to full-text analysis. From 120 full texts, articles were discarded because they were animal studies, review papers, or a duplicate of a record already obtained; or because they did not consider REM sleep, or did not consider a specific localizing or spatial attribute of REM (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} for exact counts and exclusions). Nineteen original research studies were ultimately deemed pertinent ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

![Literature extent of research in spatial attributes or localization value of epileptic phenomena in REM. Flowchart showing results of our literature search according to PRISMA criteria. Detailed search strategy is documented in [Supplementary Information](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. PRISMA: preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses.](fneur-11-00584-g0003){#F3}

###### 

Overview of studies investigating spatial attributes of epileptic phenomena in REM sleep.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **References**   **Subjects**                                                                                                                                  **Epileptic phenomena**                                                                                                   **Spatial assessment**                                                            **Localization arbitrated by**                                                                                **Finding**
  ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  ([@B26])         Medically-refractory focal epilepsy (*n* = 6)                                                                                                 Scalp IEDs or slowing                                                                                                     Number of involved EEG channels enumerated.\                                      Clinical SOZ from EMU                                                                                         In group-level analyses, spatial extent of IED scalp field and source generation was reduced in REM compared to NREM.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Source localization performed by MN imaging and cMEM, spatial extent quantified                                                                                                                 IEDs in REM co-localized with clinically-determined SOZ in 4/6 of patients (NREM co-localized in 3/6 patients).

  ([@B31])         Medically-refractory focal epilepsy and resective surgery (*n* = 30)                                                                          Stereo-EEG oscillatory events (including HFOs), univariate spectral analysis, bivariate connectivity measures, and IEDs   Stereo-EEG contacts inside resected zone, or within 5 cm thereof                  Zone of resection; post-surgical outcome                                                                      NREM2 and 3 contained features that localize the epileptogenic zone with superior accuracy compared to other states including REM.

  ([@B34])         Medically-refractory focal epilepsy (*n* = 15)                                                                                                Intracranial stereotactic EEG pathologic ripples (HFOs of 180--250 Hz, restricted to channels in the IZ and/or SOZ)       Involved channels enumerated                                                      IZ and SOZ as per intracranial recording                                                                      In REM, pathological ripples occupied a smaller spatial field than in NREM2 and 3 (awake and NREM1 not assessed).

  ([@B37])         Focal or generalized epilepsy (*n* = 69)                                                                                                      Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Location of IEDs                                                                  N/a                                                                                                           REM clarified localization in 7 patients, shrinking IED field in 6.

  ([@B38])         Medically refractory MTLE (*n* = 56)                                                                                                          Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Lateralization of IEDs                                                            Hemisphere with temporal lobe lesion on MRI                                                                   In 4/5 patients with bilateral NREM IEDs, REM IEDs lateralized concordant to MRI lesion.

  ([@B28])         Lateralized ictal onset but generalized IEDs and non-lesional MRIs (*n* = 20); resective surgery (*n* = 17)                                   Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Lateralization to epileptic hemisphere                                            Hemisphere of resection; post-surgical outcome.                                                               Scalp IEDs in REM lateralized to epileptic hemisphere in 15/20 patients, vs. NREM IEDs in 3/20 and awake IEDs in 10/20; 13/17 patients Engel I.

  ([@B27])         Medically-refractory focal epilepsy and resective surgery (*n* = 12)                                                                          Individual intracranial electrodes classified as displaying HFOs pre-dominantly in REM, NREM, or neither                  Electrodes inside or outside zone of resection                                    Zone of resection; post-surgical outcome                                                                      In patients with post-operative seizure freedom, REM-predominant-HFO electrodes were statistically associated with zone of resection, but NREM-predominant-HFO electrodes were not.

  ([@B21])         Medically-refractory focal epilepsy (*n* = 70)                                                                                                Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Location of IEDs                                                                  SOZ as per pre-surgical scalp-video EEG evaluation                                                            NREM IEDs had highest localizing value.\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           REM IEDs provided additional localizing data in 12 patients, concordant with other data in 7, discordant in 5.

  ([@B39])         Medically-refractory TLE (*n* = 13); some MTLE (*n* = 9), others neocortical (*n* = 4)                                                        Intracranial depth and subdural IEDs                                                                                      Lateralization to epileptic hemisphere                                            SOZ as per pre-surgical scalp-video EEG evaluation                                                            10/11 patients had 75% of intracranial IEDs lateralized to epileptic hemisphere in REM and wakefulness, vs. 8/11 in NREM1/2 and 9/11 in NREM3.

  ([@B29])         Medically-refractory epilepsy secondary to TSC (*n* = 23); ictal EEG lateralized to one hemisphere (*n* = 15); resective surgery (*n* = 13)   Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Lateralization to epileptic hemisphere                                            Ictal semiology; ictal EEG; lateralization of largest tuber; hemisphere of resection; post-surgical outcome   REM outperformed NREM and wakefulness in lateralizing to the side of ictal EEG, seizure semiology, largest tuber, and resected hemisphere.

  ([@B40])         Focal epilepsy (*n* = 6)                                                                                                                      Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Anatomic lobes in which IEDs were observed                                        n/a                                                                                                           In 3 patients, IEDs in REM occupied novel spatial fields.

  ([@B41])         Medically refractory MTLE (*n* = 1)                                                                                                           Scalp and depth IEDs                                                                                                      Location of IEDs                                                                  Left temporal region was resected with post-operative seizure freedom                                         All scalp IEDs in REM lateralized to left temporal region. IEDs in NREM lateralized predominantly to R temporal region; ictal EEG (scalp and depth) showed independent bilateral ictal onsets.

  ([@B18])         Medically-refractory MTLE (*n* = 21)                                                                                                          Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Bilateral vs. unilateral                                                          n/a                                                                                                           Only 1 subject had bilateral IEDs in REM, whereas 10 subjects did in NREM.

  ([@B42])         Generalized or focal epilepsy (*n* = 188)                                                                                                     Scalp seizures                                                                                                            EEG secondary generalization                                                      n/a                                                                                                           Of 5 focal-onset seizures in REM, 0 generalized (vs. 67/189 in NREM and 77/428 in wakefulness).

  ([@B32])         Landau-Kleffner Syndrome (*n* = 1)                                                                                                            Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Location of IEDs                                                                  n/a                                                                                                           IEDs in REM spread bilaterally (less localizing).

  ([@B19])         Medically-refractory TLE (*n* = 37) and resective surgery (*n* = 32)                                                                          Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Lateralization to epileptic hemisphere                                            Final localizing diagnosis as per pre-surgical evaluation                                                     All REM IEDs were unilaterally concordant with epileptic hemisphere.

  ([@B24])         Generalized or focal epilepsy (*n* = 43) and resective surgery (*n* = 12)                                                                     Scalp IEDs                                                                                                                Association with zone of resection                                                Zone of resection, post-surgical outcome                                                                      REM\'s localization concordant with zone of resection in 7/8 Engel I patients.

  ([@B23])         Medically-refractory TLE (*n* = 10) and resective surgery (*n* = 9)                                                                           Depth IEDs                                                                                                                Lateralization to epileptic hemisphere                                            Hemisphere of resection, post-surgical outcome                                                                REM lateralized to hemisphere of resection in 7/9 patients, 4 of whom were Engel I.

  ([@B25])         Medically refractory MTLE (*n* = 8) and temporal lobe seizures (*n* = 1)                                                                      Scalp IEDs (*n* = 9) and depth IEDs (*n* = 1)                                                                             Location of scalp IEDs                                                            n/a                                                                                                           In 1 patient, scalp IEDs in REM originated from a unique focus.
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*cMEM, coherent minimum entropy on the mean; EEG, electroencephalography; EZ, epileptogenic zone; HFO, high-frequency oscillations; IED, interictal epileptiform discharge; IZ, irritative zone; MN, minimum norm; MTLE, mesial temporal lobe epilepsy; NREM, non-rapid eye movement sleep; REM, rapid eye movement sleep; SOZ, seizure onset zone; TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy*.

Of 19 pertinent studies, one focused on ictal phenomena ([@B42]); the remainder focused on interictal epileptic phenomena. In reviewing 18 interictal studies, three main themes emerged ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}): (1) using REM to localize the EZ or SOZ, (2) REM shrinking the IED field, (3) REM IEDs occupying new spatial coordinates. As follows, we conducted quantitative analyses of spatial and localizing attributes of interictal epileptic phenomena in REM (sections Interictal Localization by REM Compared to Clinical SOZ, Interictal localization by REM as Arbitrated by Post-resective Surgery Seizure Freedom, Effect on Post-operative Seizure Freedom of Including or Excluding Interictal Sleep-Wake State Localization in a Resection, REM\'s Effects on IED Field Size, and REM\'s Effects on Spatial Novelty of the IED Field; [Figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). 14/19 studies were included in one or more quantitative analyses. Six studies contained information pertinent to REM\'s localization value but are not included in our quantitative analyses.

![Overview of available literature assessing REM\'s interictal localizing value of epileptic phenomena. ^a^Localization validated by post-surgical seizure freedom. ^a2^Surgical outcomes reported for 4/56 patients. ^b^NREM/awake outperformed REM. ^c^Case study (*n* = 1--2). **(A)** We found 12 studies assessing REM\'s ability to localize the SOZ/EZ. **(B)** We found five studies reporting that REM can shrink IED field size. **(C)** We found four studies suggesting that REM can reveal unique IED field coordinates.](fneur-11-00584-g0004){#F4}

![REM\'s ability to localize the clinical SOZ.](fneur-11-00584-g0005){#F5}

![REM\'s ability to localize the EZ as validated by post-operative seizure freedom.](fneur-11-00584-g0006){#F6}

![REM\'s ability to shrink the IED field.](fneur-11-00584-g0007){#F7}

![REM can activate unique IED field spatial coordinates.](fneur-11-00584-g0008){#F8}

Interictal Localization by REM Compared to Clinical SOZ
-------------------------------------------------------

### Literature Review

For quantitative analysis, we first sought studies comparing the interictal localization of REM with the clinically-localized SOZ. Amongst articles listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we identified five studies (collective 91 subjects) meeting criteria for this analysis. There was some heterogeneity amongst studies included, so we will briefly describe them.

Kang et al. ([@B26]) compared IEDs and clinical SOZs by the metric of lobar correspondence. Source reconstruction was performed on surface IEDs, yielding a probability density of possible cortical generators (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Locations of cortical generators were then compared with lobe of ictal onset on surface EEG. Uniquely, Kang et al. reported localization proper; other studies reported lateralization.

Rocamora et al. used depth and subdural EEG to compare lateralization of intracranial IEDs with reference to a pre-surgical intracranial localization of the SOZ. These authors subdivided non-REM (NREM) into NREM1, NREM2, and NREM3. To avoid a potential bias in favor of REM, for our calculations we considered the localization of NREM3 specifically, as it marginally outperformed NREM1 and NREM2.

Whereas Kang et al. localized in a reconstructed source space, and Rocamora et al. recorded intracranially, the remaining three studies analyzed distribution of the surface IED field based on EEG-MRI co-localization, concordance with ictal EEG onset, etc. Sammaritano et al. compared lateralization of REM\'s scalp IED field against a "final localizing diagnosis" established in part by iEEG ([@B19]). Okanari et al. validated the lateralization of REM with post-operative outcomes ([@B28]), but post-operative outcomes were not reported per patient, so we simply considered whether REM lateralized to the side in which the pre-surgical subdural grid was implanted. 13/17 surgical patients were rendered seizure-free, indicating overall accuracy of localization. Ochi et al. performed resective surgery and reported post-operative outcomes per patient ([@B29]), but onset of ictal EEG was also reported. In our Quantitative Analysis, we include Ochi et al. solely to consider the correspondence of REM\'s localization with the clinical SOZ, agnostic to post-operative outcomes.

In our calculations ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) we considered IEDs in REM, NREM, and wakefulness; and then categorized them as focal concordant (localizing to the clinical SOZ), focal discordant (localizing somewhere other than the clinical SOZ), or non-localizing (generalized, diffuse, bilateral, etc.). For each sleep-wake state, we considered the proportion of subjects whose IEDs fit into each category (focal concordant; focal discordant; non-localizing) vs. the total number of subjects displaying IEDs in that state (rather than against the total number of subjects in the study).

###### 

Interictal localization of REM arbitrated by clinical SOZ.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **IEDs**                                   **Focal concordant** ***n*** **(%)[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **Focal discordant** ***n*** **(%)[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **Non-localizing** ***n*** **(%)[^\*^](#TN1){ref-type="table-fn"}**                                                                                                             
  ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- --------------------------------------- -------- ------- --------------------------------------- --------
  ([@B26])                                   4/6\                                                                    3/6\                                                                    n/a                                                                   2/6\     3/6\                                    n/a      0/6\    0/6\                                    n/a
                                             (66.7)                                                                  (50)                                                                                                                                          (33.3)   (50)                                             (0)     (0)                                     

  ([@B28])                                   15/20\                                                                  3/20\                                                                   10/20\                                                                0/20\    0/20\                                   0/20\    5/20\   17/20\                                  10/20\
                                             (75)                                                                    (15)                                                                    (50)                                                                  (0)      (0)                                     (0)      (25)    (85)                                    (50)

  ([@B39])                                   10/11\                                                                  9/11\                                                                   10/11\                                                                1/11\    1/11\                                   1/11\    0/11\   1/11\                                   0/11\
                                             (90.9)                                                                  (81.8)[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}                                  (90.9)                                                                (9.1)    (9.1)[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   (9.1)    (0)     (9.1)[^a^](#TN2){ref-type="table-fn"}   (0)

  ([@B29])                                   14/15\                                                                  10/15\                                                                  11/15\                                                                1/15\    2/15\                                   2/15\    0/15\   3/15\                                   2/15\
                                             (93.3)                                                                  (66.7)                                                                  (73.3)                                                                (6.7)    (13.3)                                  (13.3)   (0)     (20)                                    (13.3)

  ([@B19])                                   19/19\                                                                  32/37\                                                                  16/25\                                                                0/19\    3/37\                                   1/25\    0/19\   2/37\                                   8/25\
                                             (100)                                                                   (86.5)                                                                  (64)                                                                  (0)      (8)                                     (4)      (0)     (5.4)                                   (32)

  Percent average weighted per study (IQR)   85.2%\                                                                  60.0%\                                                                  69.6%\                                                                9.8%\    16.1%\                                  6.6%\    5%      23.9%\                                  23.8%\
                                             (15.9)                                                                  (16.7)                                                                  (8.2)                                                                 (6.7)    (1.1)                                   (3.6)            (3.7)                                   (12.7)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*n/a, not assessed*;

*denominator based on number of patients with IEDs in that state (e.g., REM, NREM, awake)*.

*NREM3 specifically*.

### Quantitative Analysis

Out of five studies with a collective 91 patients in total, we found that REM IEDs provided a focal localization concurring with the clinical SOZ in 85.2% of patients, compared with NREM IEDs in 60.0% of patients, and awake IEDs in 69.6% of patients ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). REM IEDs were rarely generalized (5.0% of patients) compared to other sleep-wake states (23.9% in NREM, 23.8% in wakefulness). Regarding false localization, REM IEDs provided a focal localization that was discordant with the clinical SOZ in 9.8% of patients, a rate similar to awake IEDs (6.6%) and less than NREM IEDs (16.6%).

Interictal Localization by REM as Arbitrated by Post-resective Surgery Seizure Freedom
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Literature Review

Next, we sought studies assessing the localizing value of REM as arbitrated by post-resective surgery seizure freedom, as this outcome retrospectively demonstrates complete resection of the EZ and is the gold standard for validating localization. From articles listed in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, we identified four studies (collective 46 subjects) meeting criteria for analysis. Four other studies had included resective surgery, but one was excluded because it was a case report ([@B41]), one was excluded because the location of the resected zone was not reported ([@B38]), and two others were excluded because post-operative outcomes were unavailable for individual patients ([@B28], [@B31]).

For 3/4 studies, individual patient data were extracted straightforwardly from text, figures, and tables in the original manuscripts ([@B23], [@B24], [@B29]). Sakuraba et al. trichotomized electrodes into those displaying HFOs predominantly in REM, NREM, or neither by comparing z-scores of HFO occurrence rate ([@B27]). In order to extract individual patient data, we re-defined localization as the proportion of REM-predominant HFO electrodes inside vs. outside the zone of resection, and likewise for NREM-predominant HFO electrodes. For example, suppose a hypothetical patient has 100 total intracranial electrodes, 10 REM-predominant and 20 NREM-predominant. If \>50% of REM-predominant electrodes lay inside the resected zone, we considered REM to have overall localized the resected zone. Likewise, if \>50% of NREM-predominant electrodes lay inside the resected zone, we concluded NREM had also localized the resected zone (REM\'s and NREM\'s localizations not being mutually exclusive). Conversely, if \>50% REM-predominant or NREM-predominant electrodes lay outside the zone of resection, we concluded that neither REM nor NREM had localized the resected zone.

### Quantitative Analysis of REM

Across four studies, 27/46 patients went on to experience seizure freedom, retrospectively demonstrating complete resection of the EZ and validating pre-surgical localization. Amongst these 27 cases (with individual studies weighted equivalently, rather than individual patients between studies), we found that REM correctly localized the EZ 83.6% of the time ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Sixty-four percent of the time, REM localized the correct EZ in agreement with localizing data from other sleep-wake states. And 19.6% of the time, REM alone localized the EZ, unique among sleep-wake states.

###### 

Interictal localization of REM arbitrated by post-resective surgery seizure freedom (Engel I outcome).

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **References**                             **Total Engel I patients (*n*)**   **Concordant with EZ**   **Discordant with EZ**                                                                                                                                                                          
  ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------- -------------------------------------- -------- ----- -------- -------- -------- ---------------------------------------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ------
  ([@B27])[^a^](#TN4){ref-type="table-fn"}   **6**                              2\                       2\                       n/a      2\                                     1\       n/a   0        0        n/a      1\                                       2\       n/a      1\       1\       n/a
                                                                                (33.3)                   (33.3)                            (33.3)                                 (16.7)                                    (16.7)[^b^](#TN5){ref-type="table-fn"}   (33.3)            (16.7)   (16.7)   

  ([@B29])                                   **8**                              6\                       5\                       6\       2\                                     0        0     0        3\       0        0                                        0        2\       0        0        0
                                                                                (75)                     (62.5)                   (75)     (25)[^c^](#TN6){ref-type="table-fn"}                           (37.5)                                                              (25)                       

  ([@B24])                                   **8**                              7\                       n/a                      n/a      0                                      n/a      n/a   0        n/a      n/a      1\                                       n/a      n/a      0        n/a      n/a
                                                                                (87.5)                                                                                                                                      (12.5)[^d^](#TN7){ref-type="table-fn"}                                       

  ([@B23])                                   **5**                              3\                       2\                       3\       1\                                     0        0     0        1\       0        0                                        1\       1\       1\       1\       1\
                                                                                (60)                     (40)                     (60)     (20)                                                           (20)                                                       (20)     (20)     (20)     (20)     (20)

  Percent average weight per study (IQR)     64%\                               45.3%\                   67.5%\                   19.6%\   5.6%\                                  0%       0%    19.2%\   0%       7.3%\    17.8%\                                   22.5%\   9.2%\    12.2%\   10%\     
                                             (24.8)                             (14.6)                   (7.5)                    (12.1)   (8.4)                                                 (18.8)            (13.6)   (16.7)                                   (2.5)    (17.5)   (10)     (10)     
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*This is the gold-standard to validate EZ localization; concordance with EZ indicates correct localization. n/a, not assessed*;

*denominator based on number of patients with IEDs in that state (e.g., REM, NREM, awake)*.

*Wakefulness not analyzed*.

*For this one patient, NREM concurred with EZ but REM contained insufficient quantity of interictal signals for localization*.

*REM agree with side of ictal onset (n = 1) and largest tuber (n = 1)*.

*In NREM and wakefulness, ictal localization was considered. IQR, interquartile range*.

However, in 16.5% of cases with post-operative seizure freedom, REM\'s localization was incorrect, localizing away from the resected region whose removal brought seizure freedom. In 9.2% of these, the localization data from REM and all sleep-wake states were incorrect (in such cases, IED localizations were discounted; resection was guided by other data). In 7.3%, REM\'s localization was incorrect, but a different sleep-wake state was used to guide resection and ultimately validated by the ensuing seizure freedom ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, REM was never uniquely incorrect. In other words, if REM was incorrect, then at least one of NREM or wakefulness was also incorrect as well.

We further analyzed the localization of REM in patients who continued to have seizures post-operatively (Engel outcomes II--IV; [Supplementary Table 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These patients, for whom EZ localization was not validated, totaled 19 subjects across the same four studies. In 14.2% of cases, REM\'s localization uniquely concurred with the zone of resection (i.e., no other sleep-wake state concurred), suggesting erroneous localization by REM. In 14.6% of cases, REM\'s localization disagreed with the zone of resection, but another sleep-wake state guided resection. In these patients too, REM was never uniquely discordant with the resected zone; either NREM or wakefulness agreed with REM each time. In 56.7% of cases, REM and one or more other sleep-wake states concurred with the zone of resection. In 14.6% cases, all sleep-wake states disagreed with the zone of resection, and other data guided resection.

### Quantitative Analyses of NREM and Wakefulness

For context and to avoid having analyzed REM in isolation, we also assessed the localizations of NREM and awake IEDs as validated by the gold-standard EZ in patients achieving post-operative seizure freedom. The same four studies in section Interictal localization by REM as Arbitrated by Post-resective Surgery Seizure Freedom were considered as pertinent; however, one was excluded because less localization data were reported for NREM and wakefulness than REM ([@B24]). Thus, for NREM, we extracted data from three studies and 19 subjects achieving post-operative seizure freedom. For analysis of localization in wakefulness, one further study was excluded because only REM and NREM were analyzed ([@B27]).

Out of three studies with 19/34 patients achieving post-operative seizure freedom, localization in NREM concurred with the gold-standard EZ 50.9% of the time, uniquely so in 5.6% of cases, and in conjunction with other sleep-wake states in 45.3% ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). In the other 49.1%, NREM failed to localize the gold-standard EZ. In 36.9% of cases, NREM did not localize correctly, when one or more other sleep-wake states did. In 12.2% of cases, no sleep-wake state correctly localized the EZ, and other data guided resection.

In wakefulness, across two studies with 13/22 patients achieving post-operative seizure freedom, wakefulness correctly localized the gold-standard EZ 67.5% of the time, always in conjunction with one or more other sleep-wake states ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Wakefulness failed to localize the gold-standard EZ 32.5% of the time---of which 22.5% wakefulness failed, but one or more other states correctly found the EZ. Ten percent of the time, no sleep-wake state correctly found the EZ, and other data guided resection.

### Subgroup Comparisons: Surface vs. Intracranial Recording; Localization vs. Lateralization

Next, using the same surgical studies, we performed a subgroup comparison of the localizing value of REM in surface vs. intracranial recordings, and in studies reporting lateralization vs. localization proper, arbitrated by the gold-standard EZ in both cases.

Regarding recording techniques, 2/4 studies used intracranial recording ([@B23], [@B27]) and 2/4 used surface recording ([@B24], [@B29]). When surface recording was used, REM concurred with the gold-standard EZ 93.8% of the time, vs. only 63.3% of the time when intracranial recording was used. Similarly, when surface recording was used, NREM and wakefulness concurred with the gold-standard EZ 62.5 and 75% of the time, respectively, vs. 45 and 60% when intracranial recording was used.

2/4 studies reported lateralization ([@B23], [@B29]) and 2/4 studies reported localization ([@B24], [@B27]). Wakefulness was excluded from study by Sakuraba et al. and Montplaisir et al., so for this subgroup comparison, we only considered REM and NREM. We found that REM concurred with the gold-standard EZ 80% of the time when lateralization was reported, vs. 77.1% of the time when localization was reported. NREM concurred with the gold-standard EZ 51.3% of the time when lateralization was reported, vs. 50% of the time when localization was reported.

Effect on Post-operative Seizure Freedom of Including or Excluding Interictal Sleep-Wake State Localization in a Resection
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the same 4 REM, 3 NREM, and 2 awake surgical studies from sections Interictal Localization by REM as Arbitrated by Post-resective Surgery Seizure Freedom and Effect on Post-operative Seizure Freedom of Including or Excluding Interictal Sleep-Wake State Localization in a Resection ([@B23], [@B24], [@B27], [@B29]), we also assessed the effect on seizure freedom of including the interictal localization as suggested by a sleep-wake state, and then compared this effect between sleep-wake states. For studies reporting lateralization rather than precise localization proper, we considered whether the resection occurred ipsilateral or contralateral to the lateralized hemisphere ([@B23], [@B29]). Weighting equivalently by study, when REM\'s localization was included in the resection, 59.7% of patients achieved seizure freedom, and 40.3% continued to suffer seizures ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). When REM\'s localization was ignored in a resection, seizures continued in 50% of patients and were eradicated in 50% of patients. Results were similar for NREM and wakefulness. When NREM\'s localization was followed, 54.2% of patients achieved seizure freedom, and 45.8% continued to suffer seizures. When NREM\'s localization was ignored, seizures continued in 36.7% of patients and were eradicated in 63.3% of patients. When wakeful localization was followed, 67.5% of patients achieved seizure freedom, and 32.5% continued to suffer seizures. When wakeful localization was ignored, seizures continued in 25.0% of patients and were eradicated in 75.0% of patients.

###### 

Effect on post-operative seizure freedom of including or excluding interictal sleep-wake state localization in resection.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **References**                             **Localization included in resection**   **Localization excluded from resection**                                                                              
  ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------- -------- -------- -------- ------ -------- ------ ------ -------- -------
  ([@B27])                                   3/6\                                     3/6\                                       n/a      3/6\     3/6\     n/a      3/6\   3/6\     n/a    3/6\   3/6\     n/a
                                             (50)                                     (50)                                                (50)     (50)              (50)   (50)            (50)   (50)     

  ([@B29])                                   8/13\                                    5/8\                                       6/8\     5/13\    3/8\     2/8\     n/a    0/1\     0/2\   n/a    1/1\     2/2\
                                             (61.5)                                   (62.5)                                     (75)     (38.5)   (37.5)   (25)            (0)      (0)           (100)    (100)

  ([@B24])                                   7/10\                                    n/a                                        n/a      3/10\    n/a      n/a      1/2\   n/a      n/a    1/2\   n/a      n/a
                                             (70)                                                                                         (30)                       (50)                   (50)            

  ([@B23])                                   4/7\                                     2/4\                                       3/5\     3/7\     2/4\     2/5\     1/2\   3/5\     2/4\   1/2\   2/5\     2/4\
                                             (57.1)                                   (50)[^a^](#TN8){ref-type="table-fn"}       (60)     (42.9)   (50)     (40)     (50)   (60)     (50)   (50)   (40)     (50)

  Percent average weighted per study (IQR)   59.7%\                                   54.2%\                                     67.5%\   40.3%\   45.8%\   32.5%\   50%\   36.7%\   25%\   50%\   63.3%\   75%\
                                             (8.3)                                    (6.3)                                      (7.5)    (8.3)    (6.3)    (7.5)    (0)    (30)     (25)   (0)    (30)     (25)
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*We excluded patients in whom IEDs were present but non-localizing (e.g., generalized). For studies reporting lateralization rather than precise localization proper, we considered whether the resection occurred ipsilateral or contralateral to the lateralized hemisphere*.

*Original authors report light sleep and deep sleep both concordant (n = 3) and light sleep concordant but deep sleep was discordant (n = 1). IQR, interquartile range*.

REM\'s Effects on IED Field Size
--------------------------------

### Literature Review

In light of the possible localizing value of REM and certain mechanistic arguments involving cortical synchrony, we next sought work assessing REM\'s effects on the absolute field size of interictal epileptic phenomena. Of 19 pertinent studies in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, five (including one case report) contained report of REM altering the absolute field size of interictal epileptic phenomena ([Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Of these, three met criteria for analysis. One was excluded because it was a case report ([@B41]), and another did not provide per-patient data ([@B34]).

### Quantitative Analysis

Studies and methods were heterogeneous, so we will briefly describe them. Kang et al. report a 53% reduction in scalp IED field size in REM compared to NREM, and, using source reconstruction techniques, a 24% size reduction in the spatial extent of probabilistic source generators ([@B26]). Okanari et al. report that, amongst 20 patients with generalized IEDs yet non-lesional MRIs, REM lateralized the IED scalp field in 15 ([@B28]). Ng reports that, of 69 EMU patients, 39 of whom had IEDs in REM ([@B43]), REM IEDs clarified the localization in seven ([@B37]). In 6/7 patients, IED field size was clearly reduced relative to localization data from other sleep-wake states. Weighting equivalently by study, REM shrinks the IED field in 63.5% of cases ([Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

REM\'s Effects on Spatial Novelty of the IED Field
--------------------------------------------------

### Literature Review

Next, we sought literature on the possibility that REM could activate interictal epileptic phenomena in unique spatial coordinates. Of 19 studies in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, 4 original works (including one case study) report REM\'s IED field encompassing novel spatial coordinates neglected by other sleep-wake states ([Figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Studies were heterogeneous, so we will briefly describe them.

### Quantitative Analysis

In Kang et al.\'s recent report on spatial characteristics of REM vs. NREM IEDs, REM surface IEDs appeared to occupy new spatial territory relative to NREM IEDs in 4/6 patients ([@B26]). This assessment was made on our visual inspection of scalp IED fields in an original figure. Amongst 3/6 patients with epilepsy, Watanabe et al. report that REM IEDs occupied novel spatial fields ([@B40]). In Genton et al.\'s case report of Landau-Kleffner Syndrome, REM IEDs propagated bilaterally, uniquely so among sleep-wake states ([@B32]). Mayersdorf and Wilder studied 9 patients with temporal lobe seizures and found that in 1 patient, REM IEDs originated from a novel focus ([@B25]). Given a high number of case reports and overall diverse methodologies, we simply compiled these works and enumerated the fraction of patients in whom the REM IED field revealed new spatial coordinates ([Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

Pertinent Literature Excluded From Quantitative Analyses
--------------------------------------------------------

Six studies were pertinent to spatial and/or localizing performance of REM, but were excluded from our quantitative analyses because they did not report per-patient data for majority of subjects ([@B21], [@B31], [@B34], [@B38]) or because they were case studies ([@B18], [@B42]).

In 30 subjects with medically-refractory focal epilepsy who underwent resective surgery, Klimes et al. analyzed pre-surgical iEEG recordings with a support vector machine learning model to retrospectively predict stereo-EEG contacts within the zone of resection ([@B31]). It was found that NREM2 and NREM3 recordings contained features to best localize the EZ. Although per-patient post-operative outcome data was unavailable, 13/30 subjects achieved seizure freedom. Scarlatelli-Lima et al. studied 56 patients with medically-refractory mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) and report that, of 12 patients with bilateral NREM IEDs, 5 had unilateral IEDs in REM ([@B38]). In 4 patients, unilateral REM IEDs concurred with a unilateral lesion on MRI. Singh et al. report in subjects with medically-refractory focal epilepsy that NREM scalp IEDs were of highest localizing yield ([@B21]). 12 patients had a "different population" of REM IEDs, concordant with other localizing data in 7 patients, and discordant in 5 patients. Beyond this, localizing data from REM were unavailable. Von Ellenrieder et al. demonstrate using iEEG that pathological ripples are less spatially extensive in REM than in NREM-2 and −3 (awake and NREM-1 not assessed) ([@B34]). Spatial extent data per patient were unavailable. Malow et al. report that, in 21 patients with medically-refractory MTLE, only 1 subject had bilateral IEDs in REM, whereas 10 subjects did in NREM ([@B18]). This may suggest that REM IEDs were less spatially extensive; however, a unilateral IED is not necessarily smaller than a bilateral one (see section Heterogeneous Measures of REM IED Spatial Location: Lateralization vs. localization, structural vs. functional bounds), and localization was not arbitrated by EZ or SOZ. Bazil and Walczak report that focal onset seizures are less likely to generalize in REM than in NREM or wakefulness ([@B42]).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

REM Can Make IED Fields Smaller: Good but Not Perfect
-----------------------------------------------------

Here we demonstrate among existing literature that REM generally performs well at localizing the SOZ and EZ. Across studies comparing IED localization with clinical SOZ, IEDs in REM concur with the clinical SOZ in 85.2% of cases, more than any other sleep-wake state. Across studies validating EZ localization with post-resective surgery seizure freedom, REM concurred with the zone of resection in 83.6% of cases, more than any other sleep-wake state. These results suggest a vital role of REM in localization.

Mechanistically, REM may aid interictal localization by constraining propagation of IEDs to a restricted spatial zone due largely to cortical asynchrony ([@B44]--[@B46]). The observed cortical asynchronous EEG pattern in REM may relate to asynchronous, single-spike firing displayed by the thalamus ([@B47]). Thalamic shift from rhythmic burst generation to asynchronous single-spike firing occurs in REM ([@B48]). To initiate REM, ascending "REM-on" networks increase cholinergic input to the thalamus ([@B48], [@B49]). The activity of REM-on circuitry in turn appears gated by orexinergic signaling ([@B50]), such that when orexin tone drops, REM-on networks activate, and REM begins. The resulting cortical asynchrony ensures a lack of endogenous coordinated activity to propagate epileptic phenomena. As a result, REM IEDs remain comparatively local to the epileptogenic foci.

In contrast, highly coordinated activity in NREM is thought to easily propagate IEDs ([@B51]). One clear example is the phenomenon of "dyshormia," which refers to IEDs that propagate by mounting physiologic K-complexes ([@B52]). Of NREM stages, slow-wave sleep appears to have the strongest facilitative effect on epileptic activity ([@B53]). Heightened synchrony in slow-wave sleep largely manifests in namesake slow-waves ([@B49]), comprised of cyclically alternating "up" and "down" components ([@B51], [@B54], [@B55]). Frauscher et al. recently demonstrated that, within slow-waves, it is the transition from up- to down-state---a particularly synchronized part of the cycle---that contains most IEDs and HFOs ([@B53]). Thus, cortical synchrony seems to render NREM permissive to facilitate and propagate IEDs, perhaps especially in highly-synchronous up-down cyclic alternating patterns (CAP) of slow-wave NREM. Conversely, absence of highly synchronous microfluctuations in REM, and REM\'s overall asynchrony, may suppress IEDs and improve localization.

In reports where such data was available, REM shrank the absolute IED field size in 63.5% of patients. These reports may be subject to publication bias (discussed in section Limitations). Other work did not meet criteria for analysis but were nonetheless supportive; for example, pathological REM ripples demonstrably occupy a smaller spatial field than in NREM-2 and−3 on iEEG ([@B34]). Amongst Malow et al.\'s seven patients with REM IEDs, only 1 had bilateral REM IEDs, compared to 10 patients with bilateral NREM IEDs ([@B18]). Similarly, Malow and Aldrich report a case in which NREM lateralized to both left and right temporal regions, and ictal EEG showed independent bilateral ictal onset, but all REM IEDs lateralized to the left temporal region ([@B41]). REM IEDs narrowed localization and helped guide resective surgery, which brought seizure freedom for the duration of reported follow-up. Scarlatelli-Lima et al. report that REM IEDs lateralized in 5/12 patients with bilateral NREM IEDs, and lateralized concordantly with side of MRI lesion in 4/5 ([@B38]). These works suggest valuable localization by REM, in part by reducing the spatial field. However, it is imperative that absolute spatial attributes not be conflated with clinically-relevant localization, as a unilateral IED field is not necessarily smaller than a bilateral one (see section Heterogeneous Measures of REM IED Spatial Location: Lateralization vs. Localization, Structural vs. Functional Bounds).

While most literature we obtained focused on interictal epileptic phenomena in REM, Bazil and Walczak captured focal seizures in REM ([@B5]), NREM (189), and wakefulness (428) ([@B42]). Of these, 0 seizures in REM generalized, compared to 67 (35.4%) in NREM and 77 (18.0%) in wakefulness. This result awaits reproduction, especially with a large sample of REM seizures. Nonetheless, it is intriguing to speculate that REM\'s asynchronous milieu may suppress propagation of ictal activity. While IEDs and seizures are both rare in REM sleep ([@B22]), seizures appear rarer than IEDs. It is thought that this may be due to the higher threshold of neuronal synchrony that must be achieved for ictal commencement ([@B50]), given that seizures are highly synchronous events ([@B56]). Accordingly, when aberrant neuronal activity musters sufficient synchrony to overcome REM and break through as a seizure or IED, this may portend worse clinical prognosis ([@B43]). Altogether, REM\'s asynchrony may exert endogenous suppressive effects on both occurrence and spatial extent of interictal and ictal phenomena.

Comparing REM and wakefulness in particular, while REM appears superior in terms of interictal SOZ and EZ localization, we interestingly found relatively fewer patients with seizure freedom following a resection that included REM\'s interictal localization compared to patients whose resection included wakefulness\'s interictal localization. Furthermore, when REM\'s interictal localization was excluded, fewer patients fared poorer than when wakefulness\' interictal localization was excluded. Considering the caveat that resection heeds far more data than simply sleep-wake interictal localization, these post-operative results may be explained in part by asynchrony, as wakefulness can exhibit similar asynchrony on EEG as REM (though achieved through a different mechanism). It is possible that asynchrony in wakefulness may allow a degree of localization that is similar or superior to REM in some respects, which seems reflected in our finding that including or excluding wakefulness\' interictal localization may affect post-operative seizure freedom following a resection. Whether REM has an asynchronous advantage over wakefulness remains an open question, and further study is needed to better illuminate these intriguing prospects.

REM Can Find New IED Field Coordinates: Good but Not Perfect
------------------------------------------------------------

REM may also introduce novel IED field coordinates not encompassed by IEDs in other states. In the literature we found numerous, heterogeneous such reports. This result may account for the ability of REM to attain a localization that is uniquely correct among sleep-wake states, such as patients achieving post-resective surgery seizure freedom following resection of an EZ that was localized uniquely by REM. Overall, we found that in 19.6% of cases, REM uniquely revealed a true EZ when other sleep-wake states could not. Although the mechanism of REM\'s unique localizing ability remains to be fully characterized, it is thought that REM\'s suppressive effects may be of lesser magnitude on epileptogenic cortex compared to non-epileptogenic cortex ([@B27], [@B45]), thus revealing true epileptogenic foci. Specifically, REM has been shown to markedly decrease HFOs in the irritative zone, but was far less able to decrease HFOs in the EZ ([@B27]). The mechanisms underlying these phenomena are unclear; future study is needed to explore this intriguing result.

However, REM\'s unique localization may also be wrong, such as in patients achieving seizure freedom following resection of an EZ to which REM did not localize, and in patients for whom REM-guided EZ resection did not bring seizure freedom. In our review, we found that in 7.3% of cases, REM was wrong when other sleep-wake states correctly localized a true EZ. But when REM was wrong, it was never uniquely wrong by incorrectly localizing the EZ on its own despite correct localizations of both NREM and wakefulness. In other words, each time REM was wrong, so was NREM and/or wakefulness. Interestingly, the same holds true for wakefulness with regards to REM and NREM, which may further support asynchrony being a mechanism for unique localizing abilities given that wakefulness can demonstrate similar asynchrony as REM on EEG. Likewise in considering absolute IED field size, whether REM has an asynchronous advantage over wakefulness remains an open question. If so, then this may explain REM\'s comparable unique localizing advantage over wakefulness, as no studies in our review demonstrated that wakefulness could uniquely reveal the true EZ when other sleep states could not, while REM did so in 20%.

Nevertheless, it is generally difficult to draw inferences from localization data of patients who continue to experience seizures following resective surgery, as patients may continue to seize due to preservation of eloquent cortex, technical surgical difficulties, or other reasons. For example, Okanari et al. report that, of 4 of 17 patients who continued to have seizures post-operatively, 1 patient had undergone purposefully incomplete resection of the putative EZ to preserve eloquent cortex ([@B28]). Outside the surgical setting, REM\'s novel spatial data has also occasionally localized away from any apparent veridical SOZ or EZ, such as in Genton et al.\'s case report in which REM IEDs spread extensively and bilaterally ([@B32]). It is unclear why REM may promote extensive IED spread. One hypothesis is that REM\'s cortical asynchrony may occasionally cause paradoxical constructive interference leading to diffuse propagation of IEDs. Another possibility is that there is something intrinsically different about REM in these individuals that facilitates localization spread.

Regardless of underlying biological mechanism, the introduction of novel spatial coordinates by REM can either enhance or diminish localizing value, and this cannot be deduced from spatial novelty alone. Watanbe et al. report that, for 3 of their 4 patients with REM IEDs, REM IEDs occupied novel spatial fields ([@B40]). In one of Mayersdorf and Wilder\'s patients, REM IEDs originated from a novel focus ([@B25]). For each patient, it is impossible to know whether the unique spatial territory covered by REM IEDs increases or decreases accuracy of localization without considering additional clinical data.

Heterogeneous Measures of REM IED Spatial Location: Lateralization vs. Localization, Structural vs. Functional Bounds
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regarding metrics of localization, studies included in our analyses were heterogeneous. Rather than localizing a specific three-dimensional spatial region, many simply considered lateralization to the epileptic hemisphere ([@B18], [@B19], [@B23], [@B28], [@B38], [@B39]). Of these, some were conducted in patients with MTLE ([@B19], [@B38], [@B39]) or tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) ([@B28]), where MRI-visible lesions provide additional means of further triangulating epileptogenic lesions within the hemisphere. Only two studies considered specific anatomical *local*-ization, rather than *lateral*-ization, in the absence of a constraining anatomical boundary such as a hemisphere or a lobe ([@B26], [@B27]).

Sakuraba et al. spatially resolved individual intracranial electrodes and classified them as inside or outside the zone of resection ([@B27]). Kang et al. performed current density reconstruction from surface EEG to assess lobar correspondence with clinical SOZ ([@B26]). Both compared REM vs. NREM, but did not assess wakefulness. Each report REM to be of superior localizing value than NREM.

We performed a subgroup comparison of REM\'s localization performance vis-à-vis lateralization vs. localization and did not find a significant difference. However, this comparison was limited by small number of studies and patients. Additionally, comparing lateralization vs. localization retrospectively among existing works may present a false dichotomy. Studies reporting mere lateralization likely would have noted additional localizing data for use in clinical care, especially pre-surgical planning; but since this data was not reported in the articles, it may confound certain results.

Lateralization should be more commonly achieved than true localization, as lateralization has a limited set of possibilities (ipsilateral, contralateral, bilateral). Even if localizing with only *lobar* specificity (i.e., localizing to a particular cerebral lobe and not any more finely than that), there are at least eight distinct possibilities (e.g., left or right frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital) with some overlap possible and not including the insulae. Lateralization may also be relatively easier to achieve by the relative anatomical divide between hemispheres obstructing IED spread, rendering it more likely that a discharge will remain confined to the hemisphere in which it arose. In contrast, there is far less of an anatomical divide between lobes, which are relatively bounded more on functional than anatomic grounds.

One can zoom in further and move from "lobar" localization to a theoretical source "point" localization of the so-called epileptic generator ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In reconstructing the intracranial source generator from surface EEG signals---either formally via MN imaging or LORETA, or implicitly in clinical localization---the statistical bound of probable source generators may or may not concur perfectly with any one cerebral lobe. Therefore, if the probability density of IED source generators reproducibly and precisely localizes to a particular spatial region that is not demarcated by an anatomical bound, then this may be more suggestive of finding the true EZ, because the bounds of this probability density are not dependent on a well-known and easily demarcated anatomical bound (be it inter-hemispheric or inter-lobar). The reliability of EZ ascertainment is even higher if it is concordant with a putative lesion established independently by other means that had not factored into the source localization analysis itself (such as MRI).

Altogether, future studies assessing the localization of REM absent a confining anatomical bound will be a true test of its localizing performance.

Other Sources of Variation: Surface vs. Intracranial Recording, and Biological Heterogeneity
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We also assessed whether surface vs. intracranial recording techniques affected the localizing performance of REM and other sleep-wake states. Arbitrated by gold standard EZ, the localizing abilities of REM, NREM, and wakefulness each appeared worse amongst studies invasively recording. This may be due to sampling bias and imperfect cortical coverage, which can lead to important epileptic phenomena being missed, artificially diminishing localization yield. There is also a selection bias for intracranial recording in patients with epilepsy that is more difficult to localize on surface recording, which would be expected to impact the accuracy of the putative EZ suggested by a sleep-wake state from surface recording as well. Further work is needed to assess whether the localization of REM might fare better or worse in a rigorous prospective study comparing surface vs. intracranial recordings. Intracranial recordings also present the opportunity to capture different types of signal; for example, HFOs being more commonly captured intracranially than at scalp level ([@B27], [@B31], [@B34]). It remains to be seen if localizing based on different types of signals has any effect on REM\'s localizing performance.

As an alternative to invasive intracranial recording, sophisticated source reconstruction techniques allow estimation of cortical sources from non-invasive scalp recording ([@B26]). Source reconstruction methods such as standardized LORETA assign a probabilistic current vector to each brain voxel ([@B57]). Thus, to define a source location, a statistical bound must be set, with 50% of the maximum statistical likelihood (known as "full-width at half-maximum") a commonly used threshold ([@B58], [@B59]). Accuracy of probabilistic source location is typically improved by higher density of electrodes. However, high density EEG is generally not in widespread clinical use, due to laborious set-up and analysis. Studies using high-density EEG studies might therefore understandably utilize a smaller sample size, leading to trade-off between accuracy of source reconstruction via high density of electrodes vs. greater sample size and higher per-patient statistical power in clinical settings using routine EEG.

Biological heterogeneity is another source of variability that may also affect our results. Studies analyzed were demographically heterogeneous. Most studies used adult subjects, but we also included studies with pediatric subjects ([@B28], [@B29]). Different disease processes also introduce heterogeneity. Due to a small number of studies and non-standardized reporting of patient clinical characteristics, we were unable to assess whether REM localizes better or worse in MTLE, neocortical TLE, TSC, or in other specific diseases. It is also possible that long disease duration may affect localization, as epileptic foci can enlarge over time, but disease duration was not reported by most authors. Although Okanari et al. reported disease duration, this may be a less standardized metric in their pediatric population due to individualized cerebral maturational changes and an upper bound of disease duration set by birth, given that patients ranged from 1 to 17 years of age ([@B28]). In the study of Rocamora et al. where disease duration was also reported, when one or more sleep-wake state did not lateralize to the putative SOZ, patients tended to have longer disease duration ([@B39]).

Dénouement: Incorporating REM IED Field Size and Location into a Set-Theoretic Model of Concordance
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Discussions of spatial attributes of epileptic phenomena in REM in the literature usually suffer from certain recurrent ambiguities. For example, lateralization does not necessarily convey information about extent of spatial field. IEDs may occupy a small but bilateral spatial field, whereas a unilateral IED could occupy an entire hemisphere. Thus, REM may lateralize an IED field without necessarily reducing its absolute size. Even when an IED field is made smaller, this might not translate to an accurate localization of the EZ. A larger field may be more accurate than a smaller field; for example, if the larger one includes some or all of the EZ when the smaller one does not. In other words, smaller REM IED field size is only useful when it is concordant with the location of the EZ.

To clearly and efficiently depict these spatial size-locational relations between IED fields, we suggest adopting a simple mathematical set-theoretic framework to formalize descriptions of spatial concordance and discordance ([Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}); specifically, those of "proper concordance," "partial concordance," and "discordance." In proper concordance, one field engulfs another field (i.e., one coordinate set is a subset of another coordinate set). For example, the IED field of REM may localize more specifically than in wakefulness, but wholly within a sub-region of the awake IED field. Essentially, REM narrows the field and does not provide any unique spatial information. The converse is also possible in that a different sleep-wake state may localize to a specific small region entirely subsumed by the localization of REM\'s IED field. In partial concordance, two IED fields overlap but neither entirely subsumes the other ([Figure 9B](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). Each provides some unique spatial data. In practice, where there is relatively little anatomic bound between lobes, partial concordance is likely. Partial concordance can be quantified, such as by percent spatial overlap. In discordance, two IED fields do not overlap, sharing no spatial coordinates ([Figure 9C](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). If desired, formal set theory notation could even be used, such as the overlap metric "2^\*^(A∩B)/(A+B)," where A and B are sets representing different sleep-wake IED fields. This metric can be easily applied to proper concordance, partial concordance, and discordance to help facilitate streamlined analysis and discussion of sleep-wake spatial localization in future studies.

![Set theory for IED fields. **(A)** Proper concordance, NREM IED field subsumes REM IED field. **(B)** Proper concordance, REM IED field subsumes NREM IED field. **(C)** Partial concordance; REM and NREM IED fields overlap. **(D)** Discordance; REM and REM IED fields do not overlap. **(E)** Set theory notation for describing relationships of IED fields.](fneur-11-00584-g0009){#F9}

Also importantly, these spatial considerations are agnostic to clinical anchors such as SOZ or EZ. Two properly-concordant IED fields may concur with a false localization. Likewise, if confronted with two discordant IED fields, additional data are required to know which (if either) field provides the correct localization. These spatial considerations also do not hinge on localization by imaging studies. For example in unifocal epilepsy, a brain imaging study may disclose a non-localizing (or non-specifically localizing) focus, a localizing focus discordant to the EZ, a localizing focus concordant to the EZ, or no focus at all. A conceptually clear set-theoretic terminology for describing IEDs and other localizing phenomena in space will help guide future investigation into important questions of REM\'s ability to triangulate epileptic foci by providing a clean classification framework within which to intuitively and simultaneously convey new findings on size, location, and concordance. Such a framework may also be applied to ictal phenomena, other sleep-wake states aside from REM, and to any general situation dealing with source localization.

Limitations {#s5}
===========

Our quantitative analyses were limited due to a small number of studies, some with small sample sizes. Due to a lack of per-patient data, we had to exclude certain otherwise pertinent studies from quantitative analyses. Among studies quantitatively analyzed, methodologies were heterogeneous, limiting the precise numerical validity of some of our results and precluding the possibility of a rigorous statistical meta-analysis. Heterogeneous approaches and terminologies also occasionally required re-interpretation of originally reported data to extract the pertinent spatial and localizing information required for our study. Given the need for re-interpretation, it is impossible to rule out the inadvertent exclusion of a few tangentially-pertinent articles with data potentially amenable to substantial re-interpretation; however, to mitigate this, we assigned multiple authors to review the literature and enhance objectivity. Of studies included in our review, most reported only lateralization, not localization *per se*. Lateralization is generally the least specific method of spatially triangulating the EZ ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and is thus a less rigorous measure of assessing localizing performance. There is also a possibility of publication bias in favor of preferentially reporting instances in which REM was clinically useful, especially in case studies and other works with small sample size.

Where quantitative analysis was possible, we chose to weight each study equivalently rather than each patient equivalently. This has the upside of preserving the signal of certain recent works with small sample size but rigorous methodology ([@B26]); however, it may also generally over-weight findings from smaller studies. Further, comparisons between sleep-wake states may be unfair when there are different amounts of studies for different states, e.g., REM (4 studies) vs. NREM (3 studies) vs. wakefulness (2 studies) in localizing the EZ as arbitrated by post-operative seizure freedom, and in predicting post-operative seizure freedom. Nonetheless, despite these limitations and to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to systematically characterize across multiple studies the important intriguing question of the localizing value and spatial attributes of epileptic phenomena in REM. In general, methods to improve the yield of interictal localization remain urgently needed, and we hope to further illuminate REM\'s important role.

Conclusion {#s6}
==========

In this paper, we have systematically reviewed, and quantitatively analyzed whenever possible, the literature on REM\'s ability to localize the SOZ and EZ in human epilepsy patients. We found that REM\'s localization outperformed that of any other sleep-wake state, and that, in some patients, REM can shrink the IED field and/or introduce new spatial coordinates to the IED field to render a unique localization that is often more helpful than not. In our extensive review, we were often confronted with the fact that the localizing value of changes in IED field size and location can only be truly assessed by incorporating further considerations aimed at delineating EZ concordance. Therefore, to accurately and efficiently describe surprisingly tricky spatial relations between two IED fields, such as those from two sleep-wake states, we introduce a simple, easy-to-use, and conceptually clear set-theoretic framework. We hope that adoption of this framework will streamline and accelerate future discussion and research on the basic mechanisms and clinical applications of the fascinating anti-epileptic properties of REM.
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